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The oil extraction or oil sand is a big business all over Canada. Extracting oil sands, or tar sands, is
gigantic industry in Canada. The largest source of oil imports for the United States comes from
Canada. It is a myth that major resource for oil extracts for America is the Middle East. It is
estimated that almost 175 billion barrels of oil have been underlying the Athabasca oil sands of
northern Alberta. This source of liquid fuel is difficult business to deal with. Oil extraction is a dirty
business, and more recently plan to shoot up expansion by constructing a pipeline through the
Midwest has encouraged many people to take up this complicated task. 

Canada is home to major oil sands in the world yet; United States has an area rich in oil sands too.
Oil sand, also commonly known as tar sand, is basically a mixture of sand, clay, water, and a
hydrocarbon called bitumen. Canada has some of the worldâ€™s leading power shovels and dump
trucks exhume to transport the sands to oil extraction plants. Further these oil extraction plants have
facilities, which utilize steam soda and water to start eliminating the sand from tar. Then the bitumen
is treated with hydrocarbon solvent called naphtha that clears the mineral remains.

The oil sands of Utah are considered as rich as that of Canada. They require more effort and
process to separate the oil from sands. There are many oil companies trying to tap into Utahâ€™s
deposits for decades. The persistent collaboration process with Canada makes it possible to drive
energy and economic progress in Utah further as numerous unconventional oil petroleum products
are explored. 

MCW Energy Group is undertaker of oil extraction technology, which is perfect for conventional
surface mining techniques. This is because of the reality that high percent of Utah's oil sands
deposits come from surface to 250 feet. The MCW's oil sands equipment is a closed-loop method
that uses benign solvents that stay behind inside the system. Thus, it does not generate the
greenhouse gases and requires no H2o at time of processing. Moreover there are no high
temperatures and pressures required to process the oil sands materials.

The MCW Energy Group strives to boost the distribution and profit margins of the company and is in
no doubt of their proprietary technology being ecologically secured and profitably practical.
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For more information about a oil petroleum products visit the site
(http://www.mcwenergygroup.com/).
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